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Individuals that are interested in working as security guards in UK will need sia licence and the first
thing they should know is that they are numerous varieties of sia security licenses and the license
they must pursue should be chosen according to security activities in which they will be involved.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the number of people who attend sia training classes
continues to increase, especially if we consider the fact that there is increasing requirement for
security personnel and that these classes are a legal requirement in obtaining the licence they need!

We should start by saying that there are several companies in UK that are qualified to provide sia
training and it shouldnâ€™t be too difficult to find a location and classes that suit your schedule and are
closer to home. Also, keep in mind that you must choose the sia training course based on the type
of license you want to obtain. The sia licence exam is determined by the type of security work you
intend to pursue in your security career. It is needless to say that it is essential to prepare for the sia
exam and sia courses are the best program you have at your disposal.

In order to take the sia licence you must finish the application form and afterwards you will undergo
an assessment process. You must finish this assessment at a certified training centre if you want to
obtain sia certification; once you complete the application form sia licencing professionals will run a
criminal background check and they will assess whether or not you are eligible for the sia licence.
We should also mention that individuals who apply for a sia licence can only work as steward under
supervision until such time when their sia licence application has been approved. Working as a door
supervisor during this time can result in criminal prosecution and a heavy fine.

It goes without saying that individuals with criminal background are disqualified from the very
beginning.  The purpose of sia training is to prepare you for the exam and the sia exam is not too
difficult for people who attended an adequate sia training program. As long as you are fully
committed as it is usually intensive 3 day training, you will not have any problems in obtaining the
sia licence. In fewer words, selection of a good and reputable security training company should be
your number one priority if you would like to work as a security guard!
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Individuals who need a sia licence have come to the right place for we are committed to you
success and have the UK's leading a sia training program.
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